Name

Amelia and
Eleanor Go for
a Ride

C Write the Vocabulary Word that best completes each
sentence.
outspoken
starstruck

practical
miniatures

elegant
brisk

Vocabulary

elevations
marveled

1. Helen likes to take walks in the

evening air.

2. My friend Lucita is going to an
party.

dinner

3. Karl uses a telescope to look at the
4. David collects

sky.
of famous buildings.

5. Isaiah

at the size of the redwood tree.

C Write the Vocabulary Word that means the opposite of each word.
6. depths
7. quiet
8. foolish
9. sloppy

© Harcourt

10. warm

TRY

Write a synonym for each Vocabulary Word in items 6–10.

THIS!
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Name

HOMEWORK

C Read the book parts, and use them to help you answer the
questions on the following page.

Amelia and
Eleanor Go for
a Ride
Locate Information
TEST PREP

Book Cover
Table of Contents

Famous Women

Chapter 1
Amelia Earhart . . . . . . . . .3
Chapter 2
Eleanor Roosevelt . . . . . .39
Chapter 3
Laura Ingalls Wilder . . . . .72
Chapter 4
Helen Keller . . . . . . . . .104

by Jane Wu

Earhart, Amelia, 3–38, 45
Keller, Helen, 104–137
Roosevelt, Eleanor, 27, 39–71
Sullivan, Annie, 106–130, 132–135
Wilder, Laura Ingalls, 72–103

biplane: an airplane with two sets of
wings, one above the other
First Lady: the wife of the President
of the United States
scarlet fever: a disease that causes
fever and a rash
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Index

Glossary

Name

HOMEWORK

C Circle the letter of the best answer to each question.
1 Where would you look to find out
what the term First Lady means?
A the book cover
B the table of contents
C the glossary
D the index

© Harcourt

2 On what page does the chapter
about Laura Ingalls Wilder begin?
F page 3
G page 39
H page 72
J page 104

Amelia and
Eleanor Go for
a Ride
Locate Information
TEST PREP

Tip

What book part gives definitions
of terms?
Tip

Where can you find information
about the chapters in the book?

Tip

3 What page or pages refer to
both Amelia Earhart and
Eleanor Roosevelt?
A pages 3–38
B pages 43–45
C pages 27 and 39–71
D pages 27 and 45

Where would you look to find
out where someone or
something is mentioned in the
book? Remember to count all
pages in a range.

4 Where would you look to find
the name of the author of the
book?
F the book cover
G the table of contents
H the glossary
J the index

Three book parts contain
names, so be careful.

SCHOOL- HOME CONNECTION With your child, look
at several tables of contents, glossaries, or indexes in
books or magazines. Help your child practice looking
for specific information.

Tip
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Name
C Draw one line under each complete subject. Then
circle each simple subject.

Amelia and
Eleanor Go for
a Ride
Grammar:
Complete and
Simple Subjects

1. Many kinds of hobbies are popular nowadays.
2. Some people like to take classes to learn new things.
3. My best friend likes to play sports in her spare time.
4. Computer games are a new hobby that many
people enjoy.
5. My cousin likes to build models from kits.

C Add a complete subject to complete each sentence. Circle each simple
subject.
6.

learned how to fly.

7.

traveled to Europe and Africa.

8.

met the President of the

9.

talked to people from around
the world.

10.

was the most amazing sight.

11.

seemed to last forever.

12.

danced gracefully.
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United States.

Name
Skill Reminder

Amelia and
Eleanor Go for
a Ride

The /◊/ sound can be spelled oo or ou.

C Fold the paper along the dotted line. As each
spelling word is read aloud, write it in the blank.
Then unfold your paper, and check your work.
Practice any spelling words you missed.

SPELLING WORDS
1.
2.
3.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.
7.

4.

8.

5.

9.

6.

10.

7.

11.
12.

8.

13.

9.

14.

10.

15.

11.

16.
17.

12.

18.

13.

19.

14.

Spelling: Words
with /◊/

20.

¡lŁo6oÖp©
5wœoÖušnÐdłe%d§
ŒsîhŁo6oÖt§
¡b½o6oÖtðh§
¡b÷rŁo6oWm§
¡b½o6oàs3t§
šmŁo6oÅd§
¡f(o6oÇlŠišnÐg®
aðf*tłe+ršnŁo6oWn§
∆rŁo6oWm§
ŒsòmŁo6oÖtðh§
ÆtŁo6oÖtðh§
∆rÐaŁcþcþo6oWn§
¡b.lŁo6oWmłe%d§
ŒsïoÖušvÎ.ŸnŠiÝr§
∆rŁoÖuŠtŠišnłeP
∆rŁo6oÇfÂs©
¡lŁo6oàsTeP
cþo6oÖp©
Œs3tŁo6oÖp©
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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